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As the second book in the Last Descendants trilogy begins, Owen and his friends have lost.
When they located the first piece of an ancient and powerful relic long considered a legend - the
Trident of Eden - it seemed little could stop them. This piece was sought by the Brotherhood of
Assassins and the Templar Order, but before either organization could take the piece, it was
stolen by an unknown third party. The relationship between the teens fractured-Owen and his
friend Javier taking sides with the Assassins, the others with the Templars.Now there are still two
pieces of the Trident of Eden to find, and both are determined not to repeat their mistakes. The
next piece is said to have been buried with the Mongol warlord Mongke Khan, whose tomb has
never been found. Teens on either side of the conflict will have to go into simulations in war-torn
Mongolian China in a race against time to discover the next piece, and ensure their safety before
their enemies find it first.

About the AuthorMatthew J. Kirby is the critically acclaimed author of the middle-grade
novels Icefall, which won the Edgar Award for Best Juvenile Mystery; and The Clockwork Three,
which was named a Publishers Weekly Flying Start. He was born in Utah and grew up in
Maryland, California, and Hawaii. Matthew is currently at work on his next novel.--This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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NINESNEAK PEEK AT LAST DESCENDANTS: AN ASSASSIN’S CREED NOVEL SERIES #3:
FATE OF THE GODSNatalya held her breath and waited for the explosion.From the high fortress
walls above her, the Song artillerymen had just launched another barrage of iron bombs from
their fei yun pi-li pao, their metal thunderclap cannons. The glowing red shells arced high
through the night sky overhead and then hurtled downward toward the Horde of the Great
Khan.She palmed her ears and took cover behind the ramparts the Jin engineers had raised,
and though the earthworks shuddered with each impact, shaking loose dirt into Natalya’s eyes,
the sound loud enough to shatter her ears like porcelain, the defenses held. Thus far.The air, hot
and humid between the strangling hands of summer, quieted then, thick with the smoke of black
powder that stung Natalya’s eyes and nose.No, his eyes and nose.The eyes and nose of
Natalya’s ancestor, Bayan, a Buryat warrior from the far northern steppes. But experiencing the
memories of a man had been the least disorienting aspect of this simulation. Bayan’s Mongol
culture had been completely foreign to her, their war of conquest across Asia and Europe deeply
unsettling. And yet those invasions had introduced the DNA of her Mongol ancestors into her
Russian and Kazakh family tree. The story of the Mongol conquest was in some ways the story
of Natalya’s ancestry.Next to Bayan, a younger warrior trembled, his eyes turned upward as if he
feared the earthworks would collapse upon them. Everyone in the Khan’s army had seen what
damage the Song weapons could inflict, tearing men and horses asunder with iron and
fire.Natalya felt Bayan stepping in front of her on the stage of her mind, and she retreated into
the shadows, allowing his memory to play out.“Steady,” Bayan said to the younger warrior. “This
is just for show. They want to make sure we remember our defeat at the Xin Dong Gate
today.”The young warrior tightened his lips and nodded. “It’s quite a show.”By his speech and the
look of him, he was a Tangghut conscript and had likely done little fighting. He wasn’t a Mongol
of the steppes. He hadn’t participated in the training exercise and great hunt that was the nerge.
Bayan remembered his own first experience with it, the awe-inspiring line of warriors eighty miles
long, marching and riding forward with discipline, unbroken, the right and left flanks reaching
slowly ahead until they had enclosed a massive circle many miles wide, followed by a
methodical constriction, driving all game inward until the herds of terrified animals at the center
could be dispatched at the leisure of the Great Khan. The exercise had taken months, and had
trained Bayan and the tribes of the steppes for war.This young soldier would find his courage or
he would perish, either at the enemy’s hands, or the Horde’s for cowardice. Bayan would instruct
the captain over the warrior’s Arban unit to pay the Tangghut special mind.“What is your name?”
Bayan asked.“Chen Lun.”Bayan then asked for the names of the man’s captain and commander,
after which he said, “Stand firm, Chen Lun. Just as Ögedei Khan conquered the Jin, so Möngke
Khan will defeat the Song. We will nothing this city and kill every man, woman, and child within
it.”The warrior bowed his head. “Yes, sir.”Bayan left him then, and walked along the bulwark
inspecting several of his own troops, pleased by their stalwart and strong appearance in the face
of the Song artillery, and in spite of the heat and disease in this place. To the west, beyond the
Khan’s defenses, the mountain rose high and black into the night, the distant lights of Fishing



Town atop it. Not even Alamut, the fortress of the Assassins in Persia, had resisted siege as
successfully as this bastion had. Its location, with wide rivers and steep slopes on three sides,
gave it an undeniable natural advantage, augmented by the Song engineers of war.But another
shadow rose up before the mountain, a terrace on Saddle Hill, which the Khan had ordered his
engineers to raise. Bayan assumed the structure would eventually facilitate an assault, or offer a
better vantage on the city. Some thought it a foolish display of the Great Khan’s pride, but was it
truly pride if shown by the Scourge of God, the Emperor of the World?At the appointed hour,
Bayan retreated east to the barracks at Lion Hill, joining the nine other commanders of his
Mingghan unit in the ger of their general. The large, round tent, enrobed in felt, was sweltering
inside. Several of the other commanders coughed, and a few looked sallow and weakened,
though they did their best to hide their infirmity. Bayan wondered how many troops they would
lose to the plague before the end of this.“We have new orders,” General Köke said. “Wang
Dechen is leading an assault on the Hu Guo Gate. Tonight.”“Wang Dechen?” one of the
commanders asked.“Yes,” Köke said.Wang Dechen was the Great Khan’s most trusted general,
his commander-in-chief. Here at Fishing Town, Wang Dechen controlled four of the Horde’s
Tumen, each ten thousand strong, both upon the rivers and upon the land. For him to personally
lead an assault meant the attack was of critical importance.Köke continued. “With our defeat at
the Xin Dong Gate, the Song won’t be expecting a fresh attack so soon, and not under cover of
darkness. Wang Dechen wants only the fittest at his side. You each know the health and status
of your Jagun.”“Mine is prepared.” Bayan wiped sweat from his brow as it escaped from beneath
his cap and helmet. “All of my men stand ready to fight.”Köke looked around the ger. “The rest of
you?”Several additional commanders offered their units in whole. Those whose soldiers had
been more ravaged by disease volunteered only some of their Arban, smaller companies of ten
men. Köke accepted them all.“Muster your warriors and meet at the south bulwarks in one half
hour,” he said. “You will be given further orders there.”The commanders dispersed, and Bayan
hurried toward the barracks. As he marched, Natalya felt a renewed surge of fear, and complete
exhaustion. This would be the fifth battle she had endured with her ancestor in the Animus
simulation, and she needed a break from the blood and the death.“I can’t,” she said, pushing her
way in front of Bayan’s mind. “Victoria, I can’t do this.”A moment passed, the battle drawing
nearer.“Victoria?”Are you okay, Natalya? asked a woman’s voice inside her mind, tinged with a
slight French accent.“No, I’m not. I think I need a break.”Well, your neurovitals are stable, though
your pulse and blood pressure are slightly elevated.Um, you think? Natalya wanted to say. What
else could anyone expect from her blood pressure right before medieval hand-to-hand
combat?“I need a break, Dr. Bibeau,” Natalya repeated, more firmly.Are you sure? You know how
hard that will be on you.Bayan had just reached the barracks, and Natalya felt his exhilaration for
battle mounting.“I’m sure,” she said.A moment of silence. Natalya imagined irritation in it.Of
course. Stand by.Natalya braced for what she knew was coming, just as Bayan had braced
himself under the Song artillery fire, only Natalya expected a very different kind of
explosion.Terminating simulation in three, two, one …The world around Natalya, the Mongol war



camp, the stars, the humid heat on her skin, the smell of smoke and blood, all of it blew apart in
a mind-fire that blazed through her for several excruciating moments. When the pain abated, it
left behind ashes where her thoughts had been, and she found herself in the formless void of the
Memory Corridor, a staging ground and transitional space meant to make adjustment to the
simulation easier. Natalya couldn’t imagine it being more difficult.Take a few moments.
Decompress.Natalya wouldn’t be able to really decompress until she was out of the simulation
altogether, but she worked to clear her mind of Bayan’s memories by taking hold of her own.
Thoughts of her parents and grandparents, and the life she’d had before Monroe had found her
and caught her up in this whole mess. Victoria had trained her to latch on to specific memories,
like the sound of the bells ringing at her grandparents’ Russian Orthodox Church, or the smell of
shchi simmering on the stove while the spicy manti dumplings steamed. These were the details
that made up who she was and helped her find herself again when she got lost in another
life.After a few moments of this, she took a deep breath to prepare for the worst of it, and said,
“I’m ready to come out.”Very good. Parietal extraction in three, two, one …Natalya’s mind,
stomach, skin, all of her seemed to turn inside out, as if exposing her raw nerves to the air. She
didn’t scream anymore, but she groaned until the sensation passed, and then Victoria lifted the
Animus helmet away. Natalya stood in the center of a waist-high metal ring, tethered to it by a
harness around her torso. Metal clasps secured her feet to small platforms on jointed supports
beneath her, her arms and hands strapped to a kind of exoframe, a fully articulated skeleton that
matched her subtlest movements. Unlike Monroe’s setup, this type of Animus allowed Natalya’s
body complete range of motion within the simulation, without her actually moving anywhere.
Victoria helped her unstrap from it all.“Remember to breathe,” the woman said, guiding her out of
the ring.Natalya stepped through, her legs wobbling a bit. Depending on how much and what
type of movement she performed within the simulation, this new Animus could leave her
physically exhausted. Waves of nausea drowned the pain, and she tasted bile rising. “I need a
bucket,” she said, closing her eyes. Keeping them open only made it worse.“Right here,” Victoria
said.Natalya turned toward the doctor’s voice and opened her right eye the slightest bit, just
enough to find the bucket through the blur of her own eyelashes. Then she heaved and heaved
until her stomach was empty and she was out of breath.“Done?” Victoria asked, smoothing her
hair, sounding very gentle.Natalya stumbled toward a cot in a corner of the room, gasping,
feeling heavy. “Done.”She heard the sloshing bucket being carried away by one of the Abstergo
technicians, felt badly for whoever it was, but only for a moment. After all, Natalya was the one
going through hell.She shielded her eyes and tried to open them a sliver. “How long was I in
there this time?”“Three hours, eleven minutes,” Victoria said, taking a seat next to her.“It felt like
longer,” Natalya said, but then, it always did.“Would you like to sleep?”Natalya opened her eyes
a little more and turned toward the woman. Victoria’s pixie haircut had grown out just a bit in the
weeks since Natalya and the others had come to the Aerie, but the doctor’s large teeth and
smile remained the same.“I think so,” Natalya said.“Very well. We’ll debrief later.”Victoria took a
hissed breath and stretched as the woman got up from her rolling chair and walked across the



room. She went to a sleek glass cabinet from which she drew a pale blue fleece blanket, which
she spread over Natalya.“You rest now. We’ll keep an eye on things.”Natalya nodded, or thought
she nodded, but couldn’t quite tell as sleep overcame her, and her eyes closed again.When
Natalya awoke, she was alone, but she was pretty sure someone, somewhere, would be
watching her. She sat up in the soft light of the room, head pounding. She could expect that to
last at least a day, though in the very beginning her headaches had lasted longer. The others
experienced them, too. Victoria had reassured them all that each of their Animus machines had
been calibrated and coded to their individual neurometrics, and that eventually the headaches
should stop.Should, not would.Natalya rubbed the back of her head, up near the crown, where
the Parietal Suppressor had bombarded her brain with waves of electromagnetic pulses
designed specifically for her. Those waves didn’t bother her at all while she was inside the
simulation. The on and off part was the problem, which was why the others usually spent longer
in the Animus than Natalya did. Sean would probably live there if he could, but then, he
experienced things Natalya never would.One of the techs had once suggested there was
another, even more invasive version of the Animus out there, but Abstergo would never use it on
kids. Natalya was glad for that. The CT scans and fMRI’s and the Suppressor were invasive
enough.The door to the room opened with a whoosh, and Victoria walked in wearing her white
lab coat, carrying her ever-present tablet. The room lights awoke fully at her presence, and
Natalya squinted.“How are you feeling?” Victoria asked.“Better,” Natalya said. “But I still feel like
someone went all Lizzie Borden on the back of my head.”“Really?” Victoria said with a frown.
“That should lessen with time.”Should.“Do you feel ready to debrief?”Natalya looked around the
room, all white panels and glass and curves and computer monitors, the contours of the Animus
ring like something from the bottom of the sea that had been shaped and polished by thousands
of years of waves.Natalya got to her feet. “Yeah, I’m ready.”“Good.” Victoria extended her arm,
gesturing toward the open door. “Shall we?”They left the Animus room and entered a wide
corridor, with a line of doorways on the right-hand side, and on the other, a wall of glass that
looked out into the dense pine forest surrounding the Aerie facility. The trees were an aspect of
this place that Natalya truly enjoyed. All she had to do was step outside and breathe in their
scent and she often felt a little better.Victoria led her down the corridor, and then toward a
conference room. Once they left the labs and Animus rooms behind, the building opened wider,
allowing golden evening light in through the glass ceiling and multiple glass walls and windows.
The place had an almost prismatic effect in certain places, with each of the Aerie’s five buildings
constructed in much the same way.When they entered the conference room, Isaiah rose from
his chair to greet her, his green eyes vivid, his blond hair swept back. “Good to see you, Natalya.
I understand your simulation continues to prove quite stressful.”“That’s one way to put it,” Natalya
said.“Are you holding up?”“So far.”“Please.” Isaiah gestured to one of the seats around the
conference table, which looked as if it’d been cut from an enormous slab of obsidian. “Let’s
talk.”Natalya picked a chair opposite Isaiah, and Victoria took the one next to hers.“The Mongol
Khans were often quite merciless.” Isaiah sat back down. “Especially during their invasion of



southern China.”Natalya didn’t really like to dwell on it, but the Mongols followed a pattern of
psychological warfare and terror. First, they would offer to spare the city if its rulers would submit
to the supreme sovereignty of the Great Khan and pay him tribute. If the rulers agreed, having
heard rumors of Mongol invincibility, the city was usually spared any bloodshed. If the rulers of
the city refused, however, the slaughter and destruction that would inevitably follow turned
Natalya’s stomach.“I understand why that would be so distressing for you,” Isaiah said.“We all
do,” Victoria added.Isaiah folded his hands on the table, his fingers long and narrow. “I wish there
were some other way to learn what we need to learn.”So did Natalya.“Would you like to call your
parents?” Isaiah asked.Natalya thought about doing that all the time, but she usually only
allowed herself to call them every two or three days. And they visited most weekends. But she
never told them about this kind of thing. She didn’t want to worry them or stress them out.“I think
I’m okay.”Victoria laid a hand on Natalya’s forearm. “Then can we ask you a few questions about
the simulation?”“Sure.” Better to get it over with.“How is the Parietal Suppression going?” Isaiah
asked. “Dr. Bibeau tells me you’re still having painful side effects.”Natalya nodded.“That is to be
expected,” Isaiah said. “The electromagnetic waves temporarily silence your parietal lobes, the
part of your brain that orients your perception of time and space. This allows for a deeper and
more rapid acceptance of the simulation, but it can be quite disorienting for you.”He offered this
same explanation every time, almost word-for-word, as if they hadn’t had this conversation
before. “The headaches aren’t quite as bad,” Natalya said, hoping to move on.“That’s good to
hear.” Isaiah tilted his head a fraction of an inch to the left. “Have you seen any sign of
it?”“No.”“Are you certain?”Natalya didn’t like the way he always second-guessed her. “I think I
would recognize a dagger with the power to destroy the world.”“Perhaps you would,” Isaiah said.
“Perhaps you wouldn’t.”She knew he was impatient, and truthfully, she felt impatient, too. The
Piece of Eden was the entire reason she was here. It was the reason all of them were here at the
Aerie, and Owen and Javier were wherever they were. The relic had to be found. But Natalya still
wasn’t sure who she wanted to find it first.“We know Bayan came into contact with it at some
point in his life,” Victoria said. “It’s only a matter of time.”“What if he came into contact with it as
an old man?” Natalya asked. “I still might have a long way to go.”“If we had Monroe’s Animus
core, with all his research, we could be more targeted in our approach.” Isaiah’s eyes seemed to
flash, and his jaw muscles tightened. “But unfortunately, we still don’t know where he is, so for
now, you will have to take Bayan’s life one day at a time.”“One battle at a time,” Natalya said.
Isaiah and Victoria hadn’t mentioned the Ascendance Event recently. They knew Monroe had
found something unique in all their DNA. They just didn’t know exactly what it was.“What is the
current situation in the simulation?” Isaiah asked.Natalya filled him in on the mountain assault,
and the Mongol Horde’s very rare defeat. “Everyone’s sick,” she said. “Cholera or malaria or
something.”Victoria swiped and tapped her tablet screen. “Some sources claim Möngke Khan
died of an infectious disease during the siege.”“He hasn’t yet,” Natalya said.Isaiah had started
drumming his fingers on the obsidian table, his nails clicking. “Can you go back in
tonight?”Natalya paused a moment before responding, rubbing her temples. “No. I’m done for



the day.”Isaiah looked at Victoria, sharply, and Victoria looked back at him for a moment before
shaking her head, as if Natalya wasn’t there to see any of it. But it didn’t matter. They couldn’t
force her, and there was no way she was going back in right away.Isaiah rapped the table with
his knuckles, once. “Fine.” He rose to his full height. “I trust you’ll get a good night’s rest. And
tomorrow—”“Tomorrow I go to war,” Natalya said.Owen wasn’t afraid. But he wondered if he
should be.He sat on the cot next to Javier, their backs against the bare, chalky Sheetrock wall of
the storage unit that Griffin used as a lair. The Assassin had his back to them, facing the
computer monitor as he communicated with his superior.“You’re sure this location is
compromised?” Griffin asked, his voice the low rumble of a diesel engine, the dark skin of his
shaved head reflecting the light of the single bulb hanging in the center of the room. “I’ve taken
precautions.”“Quite sure,” the man in the computer screen said. Owen had seen his face once
before; haggard, with thick graying hair and a beard. Gavin Banks, a leader in the Assassin
Brotherhood. “Rothenberg says a Templar strike team could be on its way there right now.”Javier
glanced at Owen, his eyes narrow, his neck muscles tense. He seemed more worried than Owen
did.“And you trust this informant?” Griffin asked.“I do,” Gavin said. “You need to burn everything
and clear out immediately.”Griffin nodded. “I’ve already scouted a new location—”“No,” Gavin
said. “Proceed to rendezvous alpha twelve. Rebecca Crane will meet you there with further
instructions.”“Rebecca?” Griffin paused. “All right, then.”“Good luck. Gavin out.” The screen cut to
black.Owen took one breath, and then Griffin stood. “Each of you suit up and load what you can
in a backpack. Hurry.”Owen and Javier glanced at each other, and then they both bounced off
the cot, rushing to the crates and cases stacked on the storage unit’s metal shelves. They’d
done this once before, when Griffin had led them to Mount McGregor in search of the first Piece
of Eden. They pulled on their leather jackets and hoods, and then they snatched up a variety of
weapons: throwing knives, darts, and small grenades that delivered everything from poisonous
gas to electromagnetic pulses that could drop a helicopter from the sky.Owen watched Griffin
packing up his own gear, including the Assassin’s gauntlet he’d never even let Owen touch.
When they’d finished with their packs, Griffin walked to the computer and pulled up a command
prompt.“Be ready, and remember your training,” he said.Owen didn’t think he would ever forget
the grueling exercises Griffin had put them through over the past few weeks, training them in
basic combat and free-running.The Assassin shook his head at the screen. “We’ll have three
minutes.”“Until what?” Javier asked.Griffin didn’t answer. He typed a command, hit enter, and
then marched to the storage unit’s roller door. The metal rattled and clanged as he heaved it
upward by the handle.The sun had set outside, but it wasn’t fully dark yet, the time of day when
everything became its own gray shadow, but you could still just make out the faint details. Griffin
led them toward the storage unit next door where he kept his car, but before he could open the
padlock, distant headlights rounded the corner at the far end of the row, moving fast.“Is that—?”
Owen asked.“We leave the car,” Griffin said, and he ran in the opposite direction. “Move!”Owen
bolted after him, with Javier at his side, and they raced a few hundred yards. Then Griffin
launched himself upward and climbed onto the storage units’ roof. Owen did the same, still a bit



surprised at the natural abilities he’d gained from the time he’d spent in his Assassin ancestor’s
memories. He heard Javier come up behind him, and the three of them raced along the roof
without making a sound.“What happens in three minutes?” Javier asked.“Twenty-three seconds,”
Griffin said.Owen looked back over his shoulder. He could see the lights from the vehicle
approaching their storage unit. Then he noticed there were other lights, all converging on that
location from different directions, including lights in the sky.“There’s a helicopter coming,” he
said.“I hear it,” Griffin said. “Keep low—”A thunderous explosion behind them sent a wave of heat
against the back of Owen’s neck and pressed against his ears. The sudden burst of light
illuminated the rooftop they ran across, as well as the rooftops of the neighboring rows, where
Owen spotted a dozen scattered figures crouching and moving slowly toward them. They wore
black fatigues, and helmets that gave them the ability to find and track difficult
targets.“Templars,” Owen whispered, and all three of them dropped to their chests.“Seems
Rothenberg was right,” Griffin said. “And they came prepared.”“You blew up your own hideout?”
Javier asked, a thick column of smoke rising up into the sky. Owen could smell burning
plastic.“Standard procedure,” Griffin said. “There won’t be anything left for them to trace the
Brotherhood.”“They’ll just trace us,” Owen said.“No, they won’t. Follow my lead.” Griffin slipped
away, up and over the roof’s peak.Owen and Javier did the same, and when the three of them
reached the far edge of the roof, they dropped to the pavement, into the opposite alley from
which they’d ascended. The darkened aisle appeared empty.Griffin pushed up his sleeve and
made some adjustments to his gauntlet. “Arm yourselves.”Owen steadied his breathing as he
tugged his pack around and pulled out a few throwing knives and grenades. Javier withdrew his
crossbow pistol. The Assassin turned his wrist upward, and with a simple flick, a hidden
electrical blade erupted from the gauntlet, six or seven crackling inches in length. In the next
moment, Griffin retracted it, but Owen could still smell the coppery ozone it left behind.“We need
to make sure we’re not being followed, then head to the rendezvous.” Griffin looked to his right
and left. “Stay sharp. This is not a training exercise.”He led them at a trot away from the site of the
explosion. Owen honed his focus the way he’d learned to do, the way his ancestor had done,
extending his senses into the ground beneath his feet and the air flowing around him, listening to
the echoes off the walls to either side. They kept to the edges of the alley, passing storage unit
after storage unit. Before long, they came to the end of the row, a chain-link fence just a dozen
feet beyond it.But before that, Owen sensed something.He focused the whole of his perception
ahead of them, listening, smelling, feeling, sensing the presence of agents just around the
corners to either side of the alley, waiting like the teeth of a bear trap. Griffin and Javier didn’t
have the same level of ability Owen possessed, but even they seemed to be aware of the
agents. The three of them slowed to a silent halt. Owen readied a couple of EMP grenades, and
Javier loaded his pistol crossbow with bolts. Griffin crouched into a fighting position, and then
gave a nod.Owen leapt ahead and threw the EMP grenades to either side before ducking into a
roll, and even though the explosions were silent, the effect was not. The Templar agents
bellowed and scrambled to pull their helmets off, their weapons on the ground, all their



electronics fried.There were eight of them, four on each side. Javier came around the corner
firing darts laden with neurotoxin, and one of his targets collapsed. Griffin launched at the
nearest agent, electrical hidden blade humming, and took him out with a jolt stronger than any
Taser, then fought his way through two more.Seconds in, and half the Templars were down,
leaving four still on their feet. Owen pulled out a smoke grenade, preparing to give Javier and
Griffin some cover, but he stalled in arming it. His hand was shaking, and he stared at his
quivering fingers, unable to work the trigger, with the distant realization that he was afraid, only
his body had known it when his mind didn’t.“Owen!” Javier shouted.Owen turned as a heavy
blow caught him from behind, driving the air out of him, and he stumbled forward a few steps
before he could spin to face his attacker. The woman had her helmet off, and she held a length
of rebar like a baseball bat.This is not a training exercise.Owen spread his stance as she
charged, and managed to duck the first swing, landing a blow in her side with his fist, but the
agent was faster and better. Her sharp elbow caught Owen in the face, blinding him with stars.
He expected the rebar to follow, but then Griffin was there, and the woman went down with a
smoldering burn where the Assassin’s blade had caught her in the neck.Something thudded
behind Owen, and he turned to see that Javier had just stunned another agent with a shot from
his crossbow. Owen finally got his hands to work the smoke grenade, and in the cloud that
exploded from it, Griffin took down the last two Templars. “Hurry,” he said, coughing a bit. “By
now the others will have noticed that these agents have gone silent.”They climbed the fence and
raced across a vacant lot littered with empty cans and weeds, dodging the roving spotlight from
the helicopter overhead, until they reached a busy street. There, they all stashed their weapons
back in their packs and tried to disappear into the crowd. Owen adopted the hunched posture of
someone on his way home from a long day at work, eyes slightly downcast. Griffin had once
mentioned the Assassin ability to hide in the open, but neither Owen nor Javier understood
exactly what that meant. They weren’t even really Assassins, in spite of what they’d just done.
Owen was only staying with Griffin to help his friends and find out what really happened to his
dad.Griffin looked back over his shoulder. “Let’s take a cab.”“A cab?” Javier said. “Assassins take
cabs?”“Exactly,” Griffin said. “Hide in plain sight.”He whistled between his thumb and finger, and
a white sedan with a checkered stripe down the side pulled over to the curb. The three of them
piled into the back seat, and Griffin gave the driver some directions. As they pulled into traffic,
Owen craned his head and looked out the back window, toward the vacant lot and the storage
facility beyond it.His hands were still shaking, and he balled them into tight fists.What had
happened to him back there? He’d simply frozen up, and if that agent had come at him with a
gun or a knife instead of that rebar, she might have killed him. Instead of getting easier with
Griffin’s training, this whole situation actually seemed to be getting harder.For the first few days
and weeks after the Draft Riots simulation, Owen had felt confident in his abilities. Powerful,
even. But now he wondered if that self-assurance had been false. Just the echoes of his
ancestor in his mind. Varius had been a skilled Assassin, and after living in those memories,
Owen had felt capable, too. But now that the weight of Varius’s mind had mostly lifted from his,



Owen realized that maybe he wasn’t all that powerful on his own. He was still just a teenager,
and those Templar agents had been sent to either capture him or kill him.They stayed quiet for
most of the drive. Eventually, Griffin had the cabbie drop them at a corner, where they waited a
moment before climbing into a different cab and heading toward the suburbs. Owen figured it
was all to make sure they weren’t being followed, and it seemed to work. The lights of the
Templar helicopter faded from view, and eventually vanished behind the city skyline behind
them.Griffin had the cab drop them at a nondescript house on a quiet street, as if that were their
destination, and after the vehicle had pulled away they set off on foot, following behind
Griffin.Javier turned to Owen. “You okay?”“Yeah,” Owen said.“That was wild,” Javier said.“You did
good,” Owen said, feeling a bit envious of the composure and skill Javier had demonstrated.“You
both did,” Griffin said. “But those agents were playing with kid gloves. We’ll debrief when we
reach the rendezvous.”A mile or so later, they reached the outskirts of the development, where
the road turned to dirt and gravel, and the land turned to open farms. A few miles on, through
empty fields and pastures fenced with old wood, rolling hills to either side, they rounded a bend,
and a large house came into view among the trees.“Whoa,” Javier said.The place appeared to
have been abandoned a hundred years ago. It rose two, maybe three stories, clad partly in
wooden siding, and armored in other places by rounded wooden shingles like scales, all of it
gray, split, and weathered. A front porch sagged along the house’s face, and at one corner an
angular tower climbed up above the roofline, a round, blackened window at the top like a
cyclops’ eye, a sharp, wrought iron crown upon its peak. Boards stretched across most of the
other windows and the front door.“This is it,” Griffin said.Owen looked at the house again. “This is
it?”“Kinda got an Addams Family vibe to it, doesn’t it?” Javier said.Owen agreed, but Griffin
ignored him. “Come on.”They marched directly toward the front door along a flagstone walkway,
the weeds and grass to either side knee-high. This place set Owen’s skin crawling. He saw no
lights inside, and no sign of any Rebecca Crane.“This is the rendezvous?” he asked.“Yes,” Griffin
said.They reached the front porch, and the wooden steps groaned beneath their feet, all cracks
and loose, rusted nails.Owen shuddered. “But where—”Then the front door opened.Javier
yelped, and Owen jumped backward and almost tripped down the stairs.“Griffin.” A woman
stood in the dark entryway. “I’ve been waiting for you.”“Rebecca,” Griffin said. “Good to see you
back in action.”Apparently, the door only appeared to be boarded up. The woman motioned
them all forward. “Hurry, inside.”Griffin led the way, and Owen followed him, peering back at
Javier. They came into a foyer, and the interior of the house matched its exterior. Faded
wallpaper peeled away from the walls, doorways stood at angles other than right, and the smell
of dust and mildew soured the air. A staircase Owen would have a hard time trusting led up to
the second floor, and a hallway reached into impenetrable darkness beneath it. There were
empty rooms to either side of them with cobwebbed chandeliers.Rebecca closed the front door
and secured it with an electronic lock that was definitely not original to the house, and Owen
realized the place was probably much more secure than it looked.“You’re later than I expected,”
she said. “Did you have any trouble?”“Templars staged a raid as we were leaving,” Griffin said.



“Had to come the long way.”“Sorry,” she said. “But at least you’re here.”“What is this place?”
Owen asked.Rebecca looked around and up at the ceiling. “It’s what it looks like. Mostly.”“So it’s
a haunted house?” Javier said.Rebecca smiled, her teeth barely visible in the darkness. “The
only ghosts here are the ones you carry in your DNA, Javier.”“You know my name?”“Of course
we do.”Owen didn’t like that, or the way she said it.“So what’s the plan?” Griffin asked. “Gavin
said you’d have orders.”Rebecca nodded. “This way.”She walked away from them, toward the
black hallway under the stairs. The three of them followed her, but before she’d gone too far, she
opened a door to the right.“Watch your step,” she said, apparently intending them to walk
through it. “The staircase goes down to the basement.”Griffin led the way without any hesitation,
followed by Javier. Owen reached his hands out to either side until he found a handrail, and then
slowly inched his way forward, his eyes trying desperately to find something in the darkness to
latch on to, even inventing things if they had to. His toe found the edge of the first step, and then
the next one down, and the next, one at a time. Beneath him, Griffin’s footsteps thunked and
echoed. Above him, Rebecca closed the door to the staircase.“Lights coming on,” she said.
“Shield your eyes.”Owen closed his, but through his eyelids he could tell when the stairway lit up
around him. Upon opening his eyes, he discovered that this area of the house was in the
opposite condition of everything else above. The walls were smooth, covered in gray paneling,
and at the bottom of the steps they entered into a room that better fit Owen’s idea of what an
Assassin’s hideout should look like. More than the storage unit anyway.There were several
computers, a large glass conference table, and an entire wall of weapons, clothing, and armor.
Over in a far corner of the room, Owen noticed a reclining chair much like the one Monroe had
used with his Animus.“Is that your baby?” Griffin asked, nodding toward it. “Here?”“No,” Rebecca
said. “This is something else. New Abstergo tech. Shaun got hold of a processor and blueprints
in Madrid. I used them to build this machine.”“Shaun?” Javier asked.“We have a friend with that
name,” Owen said.“Oh?” Rebecca cocked her head. She had short brown hair, with olive skin
that reminded Owen of Natalya. “Is your friend also a cynical egotist who thinks he’s smarter
than everyone else?”Owen stammered. “Um, no.”Rebecca shrugged. “Must be a different guy,
then.” She turned to Griffin. “You still remember how to run the Animus?”“Of course,” Griffin said.
“Why? You’re not staying?”“No. I’m needed elsewhere.”“What could be more important than
this?” Griffin asked. “We’re talking about the Trident of Eden. One of the prongs has already been
found. The second—”“I know that,” Rebecca said. “But trust me, there is a hell of a lot going on in
the world right now, and the Brotherhood is spread way too thin. I have my orders. For now, you’ll
just have to manage on your own. This location is secure, and I’ve set everything up for you. It
should be plug and play. Think you can handle that?”Griffin stood there a moment, eyes
narrowed, and Owen felt a tension between the two Assassins. Griffin seemed unsettled and
angry. Apparently, things weren’t always harmonious in the Brotherhood. But the moment
passed quickly, after which Griffin nodded, and his shoulders visibly relaxed.“Fine,” he said. “I
know it’s not your choice.”“It isn’t,” she said. “But it really isn’t Gavin’s, or even William’s. The
Templars took away that choice when they almost wiped us out fifteen years ago.”“What are my



instructions?” Griffin asked.“Rothenberg says the Templars are currently after the second
dagger, which was last seen in medieval China. We need to get to it first.” Rebecca turned and
pointed at Owen. “Through the ghosts inside his DNA.”Sean couldn’t wait to get back into the
Animus. Victoria had started imposing durational limits on his sessions, and yesterday, she
hadn’t let him into a simulation at all. That had been pretty frustrating, but Sean had managed to
get through the day, and as soon as he finished his breakfast this morning, he’d be back in the
ring.“Morning,” David said through a yawn as he walked into the lounge that served as their
space for eating and relaxing. “They bring the muffins out yet?”Sean nodded toward the buffet
counter. “Banana nut today.”David stopped mid-stride. “Never mind.”“You don’t like bananas?”
Sean asked.“I don’t like the nuts,” David said, pushing his thick, white-framed glasses up as he
headed toward the hot plates.His older sister, Grace, walked into the room then, her dark, curly
hair pulled to the back of her head. She was fifteen, almost Sean’s age, and over the past few
weeks he’d been getting to know her better than he had her thirteen-year-old brother. Grace and
David almost hadn’t stayed at the Aerie. Their dad had actually taken them both home for a few
days, but then they’d come back. Sean hadn’t asked what that was all about yet, but maybe he
would soon.For him, there was never a question of staying. The lawsuit settlement from the
accident a few years ago had barely covered Sean’s hospital bills, and his parents needed the
money Abstergo paid them. Being a paraplegic cost them over seventy thousand dollars a year.
But even without that, Sean would have wanted to stay, for himself.“Morning, Grace,” he
said.“Morning.” She went straight for the coffee. “Victoria going to let you in today?”Sean
scooped up some of his scrambled eggs. “She said she would.”“Where’d you leave off? Tommy
back from London?”“Yeah. I finished with that investigation and came back to another
riot.”“Tommy Grayling seems to like a riot,” she said, coming over to sit next to him.“I wouldn’t say
that.”“All right.” Grace took a sip of her coffee and looked at him over the rim of her mug. “You
seem to like a riot, then.”Sean smiled. “I like the action, that’s true. But mostly, New York City in
the nineteenth century just had a lot of riots.”“You seen Natalya today?” David asked as he sat
down with a plate more bacon than eggs.“Not yet,” Sean said, but he didn’t mind. Things were
still awkward with her, and he got nervous whenever she entered the room. He never should
have said anything. He should have just left everything between Tommy and Adelina behind in
the simulation. But it had been more confusing back then, who was who and what it all meant.
He wasn’t even sure how much he really liked Natalya, or if that was just Tommy flowing through
his mind, in love with Natalya’s ancestor.“Why does Victoria limit you anyway?” Grace
asked.“She says I could become too dependent on it.” Sean pushed his nearly empty plate
away.“Like an addict?” David asked.“Something like that,” Sean said. But he didn’t see it that way.
It was true that he’d spend every waking moment in the simulation if he could, but that didn’t
make it an addiction. How can you be addicted to air?“You know there’s nothing wrong with you,
right?” Grace said. “And I don’t mean the simulations.”Sean looked at her rich, brown eyes. She
sounded completely sincere, in the way that few people did when they said that kind of thing.
They’d learned about disability politics, and they meant well, but they didn’t get it. It actually



seemed like Grace might understand.Sean knocked on the armrest of his wheelchair. “To me,
there is something wrong with this.”“That’s not what I mean,” she said. “You’re—”“Good morning,”
Natalya said as she walked into the room.“Good morning,” David said. “Missed you last night.”“I
wasn’t feeling well.” Natalya grabbed a bagel and a yogurt.Whatever Grace had been about to
say hung in the air for a moment longer, and then dissipated like the steam from her coffee. Sean
was glad to let it go.“You still getting those headaches?” Grace asked Natalya.She nodded.
“Aren’t you guys?”“Mine go away in a few hours,” Grace said.“Mine too,” Sean said. They’d been
pretty bad, at first, but not anymore. They were worth it to him anyway.Natalya took a seat at the
table, across from Sean, and he felt his stomach tighten just a bit. If there was one thing he could
change about his experience at the Aerie, it would be his attraction to her.“Have you found the
Piece of Eden?” David asked, chewing on a bacon strip.The table grew quiet. They all knew why
they were there. They all knew what had happened in Monroe’s simulation of the Draft Riots,
back before Abstergo had found them and told them the whole story. They all knew what was at
stake if the three prongs of the Trident of Eden were found and combined. But that wasn’t
something they talked about often, or openly. It was still a bit like talking about aliens, or
wizards.“Not yet,” Natalya said calmly.“How’s the China simulation going?” Grace asked.Natalya
stared at the bagel on her plate. “It’s hard. There’s a lot of death.”“That would be hard on anyone,”
Sean said, trying to help, but it somehow came out sounding dismissive.Natalya just nodded
without looking up.He wanted to escape, quickly, before things got more awkward. “Tommy
awaits,” he said. “I think I’ll head out.”“See you this evening,” Grace said.David gave him a nod,
and Sean rolled his wheelchair backward from the table, and then pivoted toward the door.
Anytime he left a group this way, by himself, in his chair, he could feel them all trying not to watch
him go. People told him that was just in his head, but there was always this silence behind him,
like they were afraid to talk until he was gone, like they had to wait and be respectful or
something as he struggled. He hated it, and was glad to reach the door, at which point David
started talking about the simulation of his great-grandpa’s memories as a World War II pilot with
the Tuskegee Airmen.Sean left the lounge and wheeled himself toward the Animus rooms. The
Aerie had five separate buildings, all connected by a network of enclosed glass walkways
through the trees. He and the others kept mostly to the same two buildings: the main reception
area (where they went when their parents came to visit or take them out for a few hours), and the
building they were in now, where they ate, slept, and explored their genetic memories. Sean
didn’t know what Abstergo did in the other parts of the facility.When he reached his Animus
room, Victoria was already there, and he rolled in as casually as he could.“Good morning,” he
said.She got up from her computer and smiled. “I can always count on you to be the first one
here, Sean.”He didn’t know if that was a compliment, or a dig, or some combination of the two.
“Can I go in today?” he asked.“Of course,” she said. “But I think yesterday was a useful and
necessary break for you, don’t you? I might build a few more such days into your schedule.”Sean
wanted to argue with that, but decided to save it for later. Right now, he just wanted to get into
the simulation, and he was afraid if he put up any kind of fight, or seemed too eager, the doctor



would change her mind about today.He wheeled himself over to the Animus ring, and Victoria
seemed to have finally learned not to offer to help him. His legs were one thing, but his arms
were strong enough to get him most anywhere he needed to go. He got into position and put the
brakes on his wheels. Then he lifted himself into the Animus ring and down into the harness,
where his legs dangled above the exoframe platforms. From there, Victoria clasped his feet in
place and strapped in his arms and hands, then hooked him up to all the machines that
monitored his brain and his heart.She was moving slowly today, but he said nothing, keeping
outwardly calm and patient with each of the straps.“There,” she finally said. “I think we’re
ready.”“Okay,” he said. “New York City, here I—”“Actually …” Victoria moved away from him
toward one of the computer monitors. “We won’t be sending you back into Tommy Grayling’s
memories again.”“What?” Sean spun himself around within the ring to face her. “Why not?”“It
doesn’t seem to be a healthy environment for you anymore—”“What do you mean? How is it
unhealthy?” Sean heard the answer to that question in his own voice, the impatience and anger,
but it was too late to stop it.Victoria folded her hands in front of her waist. “I know we’ve
disagreed about your use of the Animus, Sean, but—”“That’s because you don’t understand,”
Sean said. “You want to stop me.”“Please let me finish—”“I don’t want to let you finish,” Sean
said. “I want to go into Tommy Grayling’s memories.”The door to the room whooshed open, and
Isaiah stalked in wearing a black suit made of a fabric that seemed to absorb light. “I think you
ought to listen to Dr. Bibeau, Sean. And show her the respect she is due.”Sean hadn’t seen the
Aerie director in over a week, and this sudden appearance stopped him from speaking,
distracting him from his anger.Isaiah nodded toward Victoria. “Please continue, Dr. Bibeau. I
believe Sean will listen now.”She made eye contact with Sean, and though he glowered at her,
he kept his mouth shut.“I was going to say that we believe the benefit of the Grayling simulation
has plateaued. The Animus isn’t here for your entertainment. We would like to give you a range
of experiences, in different ancestors.”“Why?” Sean asked.She looked down at her security
blanket of a tablet. “It is too early to go into more detail, but suffice it to say, we believe—”“Why?”
Sean asked again.Victoria turned to Isaiah.The director regarded them both with a sober
expression. “We may as well tell him. I think he’s mature enough to handle it.”“Handle what?”
Sean asked.Victoria pulled up her tablet again, hugging it to her chest like a shield. “There have
been some interesting changes in your neurology. Specifically in your motor cortex.”“My motor
cortex?” Sean did not want to leap too far ahead of them, but it was hard not to hope where they
might be going. “What kind of changes?”“Let me be clear,” Isaiah said. “We are not talking about
restoring your ability to walk with your own legs.”Sean felt himself retracting a bit from them.
“Then what are you talking about?”Victoria cleared her throat. “The Animus simulation is
activating your motor cortex in ways it hasn’t been since the accident that left you paralyzed.
Essentially, that part of your brain has been starved of input from your legs. Until now.”Sean
looked down at the exoframe supporting his feet and legs. “So what’s that doing?”“We’re more
interested in what it could do,” Isaiah said. “The Templars, through Abstergo, have interests in
multiple industries, including medicine. We’re hoping that we might use the data we’re gathering



from you to better understand the brain of a paralyzed patient.”“What could you do with that?”
Sean asked.“Eventually”—Victoria cast a sidelong glance at Isaiah—“at some point in the future,
we might be able to develop uniquely neuro-responsive prosthetics.”“What does that mean?”
Sean asked.“Right now,” Isaiah said, “responsive prosthetics are quite limited. They take months
to learn to use, they’re unwieldy, and they’re unavailable to those with spinal cord injuries. We’re
hoping to develop something new. Something revolutionary. A prosthetic that the patient would
already know how to use, because we will have programmed it to their unique neurology. The
prosthetic will already know how to be a part of that patient’s body.”Sean felt as though his heart,
his breathing, and everything in him had stopped, even though the computer monitor chimed
through the silence with his vitals. “I could walk again?”“Not with your own legs,” Isaiah said.
“With a prosthetic. But I want to caution you that we are still many years away from that.” He
pointed to the floor. “We’re in the basic science stage here. For now, you are the basic science
stage.”
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